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Fight that fat! 
New campus 
group  helps students



























 of the 
safe -sex goodies to 





Week cheer by passing out 
helium -filled Activities also included
 a "hands-on"

























































 with the doten 
partici
 pains into 
ing into a 
semicircle 
while 
Taylor  and 






















included  a 
"hands-
on" lairtain w here 
pieces
 ol lur, cheerleader 
pompons and
 a bright
 hall-silky halt -lurry  
orange  mitten were passed 
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By I  Dunlap 
Daily stall writer
 
One SJSt school and two academic de-


















period last year 
All majors in the 
School  til 
Engineering.
 





applicants.  said 
Marilyn Radisch, director 
of admissions. 
The Nursing 















Admissions  and 
Records
 
had received nearly 19 percent more applica-
tions km admission 5.262 compared
 to 
4,428 from first-time lreshmen since the 
filing period began 
in
 November. Rathsch said. 
The increase
 is "very significant." hut 
doesn't 
necessarily
 mean lull -semester enroll-
ment 
will  show a parallel increase,  she said. 
























about  possible  ef-
fects 
in funding, enrollment or student
-teacher  
ratio, said Ralph





Calitornia State  University sy 
tem. 
"This is like the 




The rate may 
level off by the end
 ot the 
filing period. he said,
 but he expects an 
overall  
increase 













said.  Once a date is 
chosen.  it is well-pubh-
cited. she added 
'The 
student -teacher ratio 
has declined 

















 the (7alitornia Faculty Association,
 
doesn't think it's too 
early to draw conclusions 
about the student -teacher
 
ratio.  
If enrollment increases during a tall se-
mester, hiring of 
new'  instructors
 usually isn't 
completed until a year later because ta an 
"elaborate 
screening







 process is 
needed,
 hut,  un-
fortunately. it doesn't work last enough to keep 
tip with attendance figures. Rice 
said 




 it) begin with.'' he said. 
 'The student -teacher ratio has declined 
steadily 
or
 years." Rice said. "That means 





Other CSC campuses have also received 
more applications this year. 
San Diego 
State University, which has the 
largest student 
population  in the CS(  system, 
is closed to turther tall 1987 undergraduate ap-
plicants. 
"SDSU has always been one of the first 
to
 
close.  hut it's never  
closed
 this early on all 
lev-
els." Bigelow said. 
California State University at Northridge 
and California Polytechnic 
State  University at 






























 received annoying 
telephone





said  one 
of the women. 
The man, who 
identifies himself 
as an 
investigator  with the Santa ('rut 
County Sheriff's Office,  claims
 to he 
investigating 
a sex crime and wants in-
formation from the women,  university
 
police Chief Lew Schau 
said.  
From there he attempts
 to change 
the conversation to 
sexual matters. He 
has not
 attempted  to 




called  on consecutive
 
Saturdays
 Jan. 24 and 31 both 
times 





No phone calls from the man 
were 
reported  Feb.




 not to 
he 












episode  of 
'Vegas,'  where some weirdo is calling 
up all the 
calender  girls." she said.
 











 her sorority 











 did respond. The ollicer
 
spotted
 the suspect and 
his  vehicle,  hut 
did 
not apprehend the man. 
The t 'ni v crot y 
Police Depart-
ment has two tiotential suspects 
and is 
''Following up" 
the  incident at the so-














vehicle at the sorority 
might  have 
Moughi an ending to the annoy mg 
telephone calls. Schatt said. Nonethe-
less. the UPI) is continuing 
the investi-
gat  ion. 
The incident at the sorority has 
led the UPI) to
 believe
 the man was 
the caller, and by coining in contact 
with 
police  has stopped making his 
calk, Sam,
 said. 
"Since the man was observed and 
the incident
 followed up, there have 
been 










indicating  they've received such 
calls." he said. 
Fullerton
 








staff  writer 
President 
Gail  l'ulleiton said 
she 
will 
approve  a lease for the 
Washing-
ton Square Federal
 Credit Union when 
it comes 
before her. 
''lithe legal staff 
is comfortable 
with it and assuming
 there is favorable 
action on 
the pan of Student Union 
and 
Associated  Students. 
I would an-
ticipate 
approving  it." Fullerton said 
at a news 
conference Tuesday. 
The Student Union 
hoard  of di-
rectors amended the 
Student  Union's 
charter 
Tuesday
 to provide for the
 sub-
leasing of space in the A.S.
 Business 
Office, where the 





board  also 
unanimously
 approved










and  was 
'They want 
to
 be sure 
that if they 
have  fiscal 




 Students or 
the Student Union or 









 be sent to 
Bruce Richard-





















approval  of CSI) 
legal 
staff  first is a 
means
 to speed up 
the 
process. said Dan Buerger, 
exec-
utive




 Students President 
Toni 
Boothe  has 
said he hopes 
the 
credit union will he 
open  by March 1. 
The credit
 
union  should  have 
been 
started  by Jan. 21. 
Under  the 
guidelines 
of the National Credit 
Union 
Association,  the credit 
union
 
has 60 days after 
applying  to begin op-
erations.
 
The credit union has been 
under 
pressure by the association because of 
the 
delay.  
Fullerton said her understanding 
of the requirement tor legal stall ap-
proval is a clear amt's length 
relationship 
between the university 


























































































Juana  Mora.  
"National  studies indicate that 
there are high 
levels of drinking 
among 




 of the study  is to 
compile 
an






nity. Mora said. 
Selected 
families will he asked 
about their 
attitudes about drinking. 




encounter  in the community. 
Mora
 said. 
But Orlando Ramirei,  health edu-








ices,  said he believes alcoholism re-
flects a person's economic 
situation  or 
status, rather than a cultural trait. 







 there are 
many  factors that 
may cause a person to drink, and some 
Mexican
-Americans  happen to tall 
under these catorgories.'' he said. 
Humberto Gar/a, 
administrative  











 are skewed. 
Police are more inclined to wait 
outside an east side bar than in front of 
a 
country  club to pick up drinkers, he 
said.
 




plex, including economic, cultural and 
other vanahles There is a need tor 
See STUDY
 back pace 
here and the 
same story with each sine. 
we've
 got a 
sick 
person and we 
need  to find 
inn  
who he is anti bring all this to a halt, 
and if necessary get him some treat-
ment or prosecution. ' Saw, said. 




frightening  %amnion. 
"The worst thing
 is having to
 
at -




around where ever you 
go." she said. 
"It's really scary 






 she said 
There are seyeral 
way  s to track  
down a 
caller  





know they're going 
to re-
peat we can put taps on the line . . if 
we get a ctioperalivc 
victim
 we can ar-
range






phone-caller-ty  pe case. He 
said  many 
of these cases involve a boy 1nend-
girlfriend situations.
 
"These cases will often involve 
situations where somehotly wants 
somebody
 else to 
he
 a 
boyfriend  or 












By Annie M. Belt 
Daily 
stall  writer 


























tier resignation follows the 
January resignation of Liaison As-
sistant Barb Brodsky. Brodsky re-
signed utter two 
years  to work as an 






July as a 
part-time adviser and university ha -
sum for IF(' and 
Panhellenic,  the 
campus fraternity and sorority 
councils. Mutos
 
has  helped 
orga-





 with Brodsky 
and Panhellenic of ficers on plans to 




SJSU.  Plans kir the 
new chapter are 
expected 
to he linalited in 
March.  
"Part 








the system unsupervised." said Re-
becca Purden. co -chairwoman of 
the Greek Week 
committee. "A 
new colony needs 
stability,''
 
"But we don't 
foresee a pnvh-










 probably have a new 









may leave IF(' and Pan-
hellenic without a 
university hason 
and adviser after Feb. 24. 
No definite 
arrangements  have 
yet 
been




 Student Services 
Robert 
Martin  and Penny Terry, di-





 for MlItOS. 
Terry- said. 











 be hurting 
tor 
awhile." said IFC 
%/ICC  President 
Pete
 Crosier. "We've got to find 











/ations as well as to the unisersity, 
he said. 
"I don't think it's going to 














 a liaison." 


















next week and 
could not












Scott G Hamilton, Eir 










 s(  
Lynn 
Hunter,
 AM ertising Director 
Jell
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and Mass COMMuned5nn,  








































iping a new god 
money. 
II 



















































big :Wss s gOtten 
so scarce












 N director 4 
of  
KSBW-  1 
 m Salinas put it %%ell. "I think the 
diocese.
 is 







isit as a Super 
Boss






 that's exactly 





 a religious 
event is turned into a 
money -making event, we have to wonder if it 
doesn't say something about our religious be-
liefs. 
'red Elisee, spokesman for the diocese's 
Papal 
Visit Office said he believes the 1,000 let-
ters from people
 wanting to buy tickets for the 
Mass is a good reason for
 charging admission. 
It could be the 
people wanting tickets are 
expecting a light show previously unsur-
passed even by Michael Jackson. 
Or
 better yet, maybe they think the pope is 
planning to perform a kw miracles for the 
throng.
 
Perhaps the diocese thinks it's time TV 
stations  got their comeuppance, or perhaps 
it
 
feels the pope has lost popularity. 
IF  the Roman Catholic Church wants us to 
pay for a religious experience, perhaps it's time 
to remind the church there are plenty of other 
Christian denominations its members can
 flock 
to. 
   
WE 


























gone  tor only three months. hut it seems like 
a lot longer. 
Now that it's here. let's get
 happy . and remain so until 
October when it 
goes
 hack on its hiatus 
ti's
 baseball
 Sure it's only spring training. hut like 
hears, 
baseball
 has returned 
from as sr inter hibernation 
Baseball is known as A mericas 
national pastime. and 
rightfully so. 
Almost any where in this great land, kids 
who  







play. like Dwight Ey ans. Gary 
Caner and Ozzie
 Smith.The kids 
dream of hitting like Wade
 Boggs. 
Don 
Mattingly.  and 
George
 






like Mike Scott,  
Dwight  Gooden and Roger Clemens. 
But more than just dream. 






 What makes baseball
 ' 
grearis'ihat.it  
has been around about
 as long as 1111,10 fait4-neeivrootaisiraii
  
All right. not that long, hut 
one  gets the picture The stories 
and legends can he 
retold from generation to generation.
 
It's about this time of year that mighty Casey
 will once 
again come
 to hat Mr the Mudville Nine. Ile 
V. ill strikeout
 
again, and lam 
will  wonder why he was batting in the Ins' 
place. 






ending  of 
Mighty 
Casey  . they 
know




 fans w ish
 that Bobby 
1 hw opyons 







the N5, Y ork ( Omits the Na-
tional League Title over the 
Dodgers never happened. 
Thompson's home
 run, which celebrated its 25th aninver-





declare "The Giants win the pennant!" unless 
the fan cheered for ''Dent Bums." 
While 
watching  a hall game on TV can he enjoyable. 
more-tint to 
heal
 the or ball 
park. There, one can 
get the feeling of the game. As kids lean over railings in in 
hopes of getting an autograph from
 their favorite player. 
older  fans will sit in the stands and make 
comments
 on the 
players
 who taking batting and infield practice. In the mean-
time, the vendors will start selling hot dogs, peanuts and
 
sodas.  
Because there's no time
 limit in baseball,  no one is 
sure how long
 the game will last. The 
game
 can last for two 
hours 
or
 four hours. The longer






 game. no 
matter  how 
score
 
reads,  is 
never
 over until





 Series. the Boston Red Sox were on 




 title since 
1918.
 Two 
outs,  the bottom  of the 10th 
inning. leading 5-3. the 
Sox  
had 
won  three of the first five games played in the best -of-
seven 
series. One more  victory, one more out, and
 the title 
that had eluded them for 68 years would he their's. 
But three singles, a wild pitch and an error later. the 
Sox headed dejectedly hack to their dugout while the New 





 how important a 




 still have the 








some who earn 
millions of dollars




The fans are another story. They bring on added excit-
ement with constant cheering throughout the game. They 
cheer 
before  a pitch is thrown, when a key player
 comes 
to 
hat, and of course. when the home team wins. 
So, bring on the Boys of Summer who give their fans 
endless satisfaction. 
Bring on the 
rookies who
 play like seasoned
 veterans. 
And bring on the veterans who search for that one last hit of 
glory.
 
Bring on the great sayings like "up the middle." 
"Give it a ride" and " Humin baby." 
But 
most  of
 i l l , ;  tiring on baseball.
 
Letters











 I ).,1\ has 














 away Irom  that 
rowdy  image




















handful  has c been 
mvoly ed in any
 incident The 
laws 
of 
this country are 
inn obeyed with 
such
 a high percentage.
 
One year 
ago the IFC adopted a 
dry  rush ptilicy similar 
to one in use on other 
campuses





 or ConsIIIIIC 
an 
alcoholic be  erage with a 
non 
iimitated  male mildew :it 

























pledge  We 
1111,1
 .11111\A ;1 
cl,bet  decisnin
 A- Inter 
nity
 





The  Spartan 
Daily  I aas 
eaggeiaied







 of fraternities We are trying 
to 
move away from 
that  rowdy image 
The
 1H' wants to re-
mind everyone 
that
 nearly all the 
fraternities  are obeying 
the 














 led in any 
incident  'rite laws 
of this country
 are not oheyed with such 
a high percentage 
Enforcement of dry 
rush  has not been a 
problem.  IASI 
semester
 the 
one s iolation was dealt with 
and punishemem 
assessed 
To date no formal charges
 have been filed Just 
because there 
are  rumors does 
not
 mean a fraternity
 . is 
guilty,
 something your 
newspaper
 
seems  to forget.  
Recent articles 
in your newspaper

















ahoni  rule break. 
Forum Page 
Policy  
ht fn   
page  aft rs an 
opportunity






the Spartan Daily 













 number and 
class teed. 
Phone








 letters to the Daily 
office  On the second 
floor of 
Dwight  Bente! 
Hall.  or at the 
information
 





Daily  resen es 
the
 right to edit 
letters
 for libel, 




 in the upper 
left corner 
of the 
pagc, are the 
opinions of 





















 are written by Daily 
staff writers





index  id -
end. 
ing than one 










Greek  until 
someone
 
wants  to go to a 
party.
 including Dave




who  was at my 
fraternity's  party the 
Friday 
hefore 
his anicle on 
alleged
 violations 
was  printed. There 
are
 those who 
condemn
 fraternities 
until they need 
alumni  
donations,
 campus services 
or




 seems to forget
 the one campus
 
group most 
involved  in campus 
clubs,  student 
government  
and alumni 
involvement  the 
Greeks.  
Dry rush is not 
creating too many 
problems and those 
few 
that arise are 
being dealt 
with.  The WC is 
proud of dry 
rush and 
will continue to 
refine it into a 
















Andy Bird's Feb. II column.
 a "Birdseye View," is 
commendable. I sympathize with Bird's 
"humiliation"  
over Oral 
Robert's  recent acts and admire his professing 
such feeling. I agree with him in that, to quote him. "hy-
pocrisy" and 
"fear" and "submission" inherent in Chris-
tianity has (and rightly so) caused 
"rejection"  and "ap-
palled" attitudes toward Christianity. It sure has for me. 
Too 
many
 times I have experienced overzealous
 "Chris. 
nuns" attempting to sway me in my religious and spiritual 
beliefs in a frighteningly sedulous manner, with no lack of 
insincerity detectable. 
Evangelisni  and fanatical faith, faith 
that is belittling and destructive to those not of that faith, 
have 
caused
 me to reassess my feelings toward Christianity. 
My- personal beliefs have evolved from strict Christian lid-
eism when I was a child to a stance of spiritual puzzlement 
and fascination a stance not unlike. I presume. agnosti-
cism. How can I. after all, associate myself with "Chris-
tians" who once hurled invectives at me Mr reading comic 
hooks
 
anti fantasy novels in their presence, who had to 





early college day. 
away
-from -home 
experience)? This anti other characteristics of Christianity 
throuttht to attention in an admirably unbiased manner by 
Bird) certainly 
do appall me. 
I don't 
want my personal beliefs to affect 
others. If one 
person believes in and worships 
God. one Buddha, one Mo-
hammed, one a two-toca 
bronzed pygmy, that's line by me. 
As long 
as
 they don't hnng maledictions down on 
me or 
cause nte any
 harm. I feel their business
 is their is business,  
their 
beliefs are their heliefs. And mine
 are mine. Religion 
is very personal. ineffably buried deep 
within the self. In-
deed, to quote Matthew. "Judge
 not, that ye not he 
iudged." By who or 
what
 may finally he judging.
 I admire 
Bird's
 recognition of and
 
belief
 in this view, 
particularly
 















laughing  matter 
Editor. 
In her Feb. 13 column titled "Condom -Nonsense,"
 
Paula Ray Christiansen sadly 
shows  us that some adults do 
indeed lack the humor and understanding behind National 
Condom Week. Christiansen's concern is that "the message 
may be lost in transmittal."
 Surely, nobody will deny that 
an unwanted pregnancy and AIDS are serious business. 
Prevention
 through education is 
important and educa-
tion through
 humor is the crux 
of National Condom 
Week. 
As a student 
member
 of the AIDS 
Educational  Com-
mittee. I didn't 
embark  on this 
project
 as an excuse to 
give  
away 
free condoms and make 
a circus of it. Christiansen
 
asks us "why are 
we
 afraid to face this issue 
with an adult 
attitude and 
choose  instead to 




 that only mask its 
seriousness?''  
The "childhoix1
 games" are meant 
to
 show the public 
that indeed there












 hows and 
whys and addresses 
the  issue of 
prevention.
 We know that 
AIDS is serious
 and deadly. We 
know that a cure may
 not 
be found 
within  the next 
Ill years. 
So, can anything 
he
 done about it now?
 Yes, the prac-
tice of sale 
sex and the 
use of condoms
 or. if 
you prefer. 
abstinence. 
Why aren't we 
adult enough not to 




 must he seen as a 
viahlc 




method archaic and 
embarrassing. 
Adults need 
to understand that AIDS is preventable 
Condoms offer that means of prevention. 
Why 
aren't  we adult enough to realize
 that an avenue 
of education is humor? 
Humor  can remove the confusion,
 
fear and embarrassment
 of sensitive issues bringing it out
 in 
the open to discuss. 
When you can let adults see 






















Debbie Kaplan said in her Friday -the- 13th opinion 
piece that the typical SJSU female has perfectly coiffed 
hair, a wonderful 
wardrobe,
 and enough makeup to start her 
own 
cosmetics  company 
She also implies that the typical SJSU female belongs 
to a 
sorority
 or has close ties to 
a fraternity. 
























 meant the 
middle of a 
semester'?  It 
doesn't
 seem to apply
 any longer. 
The middle 
of the term 
may  arrive 
three  or four 
times, 
depending
 on the 




 wrong with rest,
 or quiz? They're 
valid 
words.
 Using a word such






 feel like 
they  are work-
ing 
harder,  as they 
are  in an 
institution
 of higher 
learn-
ing. There 
is an added stress
 factor using 




 and quiz con-
notes a 
simplistic  task,  but 




 language has 
turned into a circus
 or 
deflated 
adjectives.  It has 
turned  into a 
reflection






wholly  embraced 
the  con-




 are those who take
 pride in using 
generic  
terms
 terms which 
have numerous 
applications,  
hut don't mean a 
thing. Words like 
bilchin.  lit into this 
category. 
Just about anything 
can be hitchin'. 
The




 can be described as 
bitchin'.
 
Nothing is sacred from 
the  abused adjective. 
Webster's New
 World Dictionary defines
 bitch  as 
anything  Unpleasant or difficult. 
The word hitchin' 
connotes a 
casual,  comfortable atmosphere.
 It hardly 
follows 
the  dictionary definiti '''' . 
Bitchin' maybe only 
a form 
of the hitch, hut at the 











realm of the children's 
cartoon.  The Sinurfs  a 
children's television
 show - have taken
 to calling 
things  "smurfy." 
When  the writers 
experience  a men-
tal  block, all adjectives are 
convened  to smurrisms. 
Papa 
Smurf  may tell baby 
smurf.  "What a 
ymurfr day," or 
"everything's  just snuttly."
 It's a 
trightening
 thought that 




blue,  dwarf-like 
creatures




 large contributor to the concept
 of the 
generic term are 
advertisers.  Advertisers use 
catchy terms to describe the competence 
of
 
their products. How 




 products are currently 
flooding  the market? And 
what exactly is "slickery'?" Does Mrs. 









 she may have an enthusiastic. 
permanent grin 
affixed on 
her face. Mary 
Lou  fiction is 
not  "en-
ergized.'
 There is no such 
word. 
There are 
those  who  are 




interpretations.  The inventors 
of "Word
-a -day" calendars have 
tried  to increase 
working vocabularies. 
However,  the plethora of 
words in these
 calendars are usually only used tempo 
rarity. They aren't practical words either. Thus, the 
calendars
 
don't  ge ally 




Comedian Rich Hall made a 




made up by his 
constituency.  
Riblications  such 
as "sniglets.
 are an 
inventive, fun way of thinking about words. 
For instance,  a person who stands in a nine -
items -or
-less line with 10 items
 is called




 as words that should he 
in the diction-
ary hut aren't, 
"sniglets"  have helped people begin 
to 
think about their language, and that's a start. 
People should he more
 careful with the English 
language. Using broad terms to 
describe  
particulars  
destroys the effectiveness and strength of words. 
Sue Kiyabu Is assistant news editor. She was 
conceived when the people commonly used the 
word "groovy." She has been known to use the 
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Currents  
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Group battles the 
bulge 
By 
Annie  M. Belt 
Daily staff writer 
Nutrition
 and Food Science 
in-
terns Janet Patane
 and Sonya Gumm 
are opening
 a Thursday weight 
loss
 
group today in 
Health  Services Build-
ing Room 210 from 
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
The 10 -week program is free and 
preregistration is not necessary.
 The 
weight loss group will work toward 
slow,  permanent weight loss rather 
than quick weipht loss from crash diets 
which is usually spickly regained. 
"It's taken longer than 10 weeks 
to gain excess weight. It'll take longer 
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 on Wiliam] 
Group 
members
 will he 
asked to 
make







follow  a simple
 health 
plan which












































Obese people who 
want  to lose 
weight will 
have









said.  The 






















































and  types 
of
 lOod 










'Everything  people will learn in 
this program 




Career groups help 







 a major? Are you
 
confident  you 
have chosen 
the  right 
field'? Are you clear 
what
 your career 
opportunities are?
 And . . . are you 
prepared'? 
For those 
who want to 
start  an-
swering 
these questions,  defining their 
interests and researching 
jobs and ma-
jors, the first of two Career Planning 
Groups 
will begin today . 
Section One will 
meet  Thursdays. 
2 to 4 
p.m.,  running today through 
March 19. 
The second group will 
meet  Mon-
days. 3:30 to 
5:30 p.m. from 
March  9 
through April 6. Sign ups
 are in Busi-
ness Classrooms,
 Room 13. 
Students who want to 
schedule  
another
 time to meet should 
call the 
Career Planning and 
Placement  Center 
at 277-2272
 and talk with a counselor. 
The first
 objective
 of the Career 
Planning Groups is self -assessment.
 
said Judy Rickard, 
assistant director of 
the Career Center. 







chance  to he creative, they
 will 
begin to clarify what they w ant from 
a 
They will 
define the skills 
they 
have, and take a vocational 
test
 to see 
a range of fields 
they
 want to pursue. 





They  will mark out the steps 
neeeded to 
get a 
job by looking at op-
portunities, appropriate majors and 
minors, 
part -time experience needed 
and how to 




how  to look 
at 
what's
 in the 
market and













getting  a job." 
The  session doesn't guarantee 
that students will choose 
a major or a 
career. 




 Rickard said. 
The
 career groups





Continuing  Education 
students
 can use 
the Career 
Center  services for 
the 












 new justices to 
the California Su-
preme Court 










 John A Arguelles. 
59,  of Ir-
vine; David N. 
Eagleson.  62. of Long
 Beach. and Mar-
cus M. 













the  appeals court 
bench: Kaufman had 
been named by 





I have turned 
to 
justices
 who are known







Deukmejian said in 
a statement. 
They bring
 to five the 
number




 has made 




former  law 
partner.  Malcolm 
Lucas, as chief
 justice 




 an associate 
justice. 





 - Soviet 




 pardon for 
imprisoned  Jewish 
activist  
Josef Begun,
 a Soviet 
official  said 
yesterday.  
Samuel Zivs,
 head of the 
Soviet
 Anti -Zionist 
Com-
mittee and 
















 was in 
Geneva
 for the 
current  session 
of the 
U.N. 
Human  Rights 
Commission.  
Early yesterday,
 Yelena Bonner, 
wife of Nobel 
Peace Prize 
laureate  Andrei 
Sakharov,
 said in Moscow
 
there was no news 
of the 55 -year
-old  
Begun. 
Georg).  Arhatov, 
head of the 




 in a televised 
interview 
last  weekend that 
Begun  already had 
been











 family has 
said
 officials at 
Chistopol  
Prison. about
 5(X) miles 
east  of Moscow,
 told them 






(AP)  The Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee voted 11-9 yesterday to halt U.S. aid to 
SAN 
FRANCISCO










 foundations will he 
used
 to help 
restore the Kern  
test of 
sentiment  in the new




site  of the yellow-hilled cuckoo,  one of 
tray.
 
,,..- . California's rarest birds. 
"This


















 said the ARCO Foundation of Los An -
strong 
opponent  of Contra aid. 
, 










$15,00) gift came from 
the 
Compton 








 of Saratoga. 
Nicaragua's leftist government six 
years ago. 
The bird's melodious call once 
sounded  in riverside 
The hill sent to the floor yesterday 
would  not 
spe- 
groves the length of the Central 
Valley. As 
agriculture  
cifically block the $40 million. 





the  cuckoo 
habitat was 
uprooted and the 
bird's 
date in it 
population 
plummeted.  
AIDS course approved 
TUCSON,
 Ariz. (AP) 
The Tucson I Ln I  I  led  
School District's
 governing hoard has 
unanimously ap-
proved an AIDS 
course for nuddle school and 
high 
school pupils. 
Board member Eva K. Racal
 
voted  liar the 
proposal
 
hut she said she was 
concerned about using Class time 
"for a social service."
 Teachers will he 
trained
 in March 
and the one -hour course 
will he offered beginning in 
April. 
said  Colleen Wilcox. 
district  director ol special
 
education and 
health  services. 
Wilcox said pupils 







and glossary, a booklet about 
prevention of the deadly acquired 
immune deficiency 
syndrome





 Authorities said yester-
day that prison 
overcrowding  could he eased 
sharply  if 
special 







George  Deukmejian's un-
dersecretary
 for prison construction, 
said his staff is con-
sidering  plans 






law,  a parole siiutatiuuo - - such
 as 
failing to report 
to





 is punishable by up 
to six months in 
custody. 
Blonien predicted 
that California will hate 
nearly 




Officials  protest 
calendar  
GILROY (AP) 
A calendar leaturing 
bikini -clad
 
high school girls intended 
to
 help raise fund, hir a class 
trip to Disneyland
 has instead raised protest, from some 
school officials. 
Twelve of 
the 14 student -models at 
Gilroy High 
School  are under 18 and all 
hut  one are girls. The young-
est is a 15 -year -old sophomore
 
Principal Ernie Zermeno has
 put the project on hold 
while the school 
decides
 if it wants to sponsor it. 




















young  Vietnamese men 
and women
 to audition Saturday 
for 
roles in a 




"We're looking for a very attrac-
tive 
Vietnamese girl and 
a boy to play 
her brother in the 
(comedy)." said 
Gail 
Jones,  owner and 
director  of Los 







was told that no 
Vietnamese
 students are 
enrolled  in its 
program.  
Acting 




 are "natural 
ac
-
Associated Students Leisure 
Services is 
having a sign up for sailing 
at 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today at the 
A.S. Business Office. 




   
A student art show featuring the 
paintings 
and  prints of John Shull, an 
SJSU 
M.A.  student, will run from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:341
 p.m. today and to-
morrow in 
Gallery 5 of the An Build-
ing. 
Call
 John Shull at 293-1952  for 
information. 
   
Tau Delta Phi. SJSU's oldest 
honor society, will have an intima-
tion 
table from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today 
outside the Student Union. Call Mich-
ele G. Bertolone at 292-1052 for infor-
mation. 
   
Career Planning and 
Placement  
Center is 
















 of the video 
"Before
 Stonewall"
 from 11:30 
a.in. 
to 1:30 p.m. 





 Call Steve 
at 
293-4634)  for 
information.  
   
Career







 2 p.m. to 4 
p.m. today. Sign 





   
Department
 of Mathematics 
and 
Computer  Science is 
sponsoring  a lec-
ture 





tion:* at 4 
p.m.  today in MacQuarrie 
Spartaguide 





Career Planning and 
Placement 
Center is 
sponsoring  "Meet the Small 
CPA 
Firms"  at 4:30 p.m. today in the 
Student Union 
Umunhum  Room. 
   
Campus Ministries will he hold-
ing a Vietnamese Bible 
Study from 
5:15 to 6:30 
p.m, today at the Campus
 









hold a general body 
meeting at 5:30 p.m today
 at the Chi-
cano Library 
Resource Center in 
Wahlquist
 Library North.









The  Fantasy 









 the Student Union 
Guadalupe 










 Karate Club is spon-
soring a 
workout  between 7:30 to 9 
p.m. tonight
 in Spartan 
Complex  
Room  89. Call Dehhy 










































































worth  and Neil 
Freeman  will be fea-
tured. 
Call T. Larkin at 
277-2763  for 
information. 
Chicana 
Alliance  will hold a 
meeting
 from 
3:30 to 4:30 
p.m.  tomor-
row in the Student 
Union  Guadalupe 




3106 for information. 
   
Theatre  Arts Department will 
hold a special Shakespeare perfor-
mance of "Hamlet" featuring Paul 
Whitworth at 8 p.m. tomorrow. Tick-
ets are $3. 
Call





























(408) 277 -FANS 
Funded
 by Associated Students 
tors.'  
She wants all SJSU Vietnamese 
students to 
know about the opportu-
nity, Jones said. 
If selected 
for  the role, the actor 
would earn at least $381 a day and 
travel to an 
undetermined  country in 
the South Pacific  possibly the Phil-
ippines. she
 said. 
The agency has 
already chosen 75 
Vietnamese
 people for a classroom
 
scene, hut is still 
looking  for actors for 
the  sister and brother roles, 
Jones  said. 
In the movie, the siblings will he 
teenagers, but the two 
chosen for the 
parts can he in their 20s, she said. 
They also must he able to speak 
English as 
well  as Vietnamese. 
A Vietnamese accent is prefera-
ble, hut "that 
can he faked." she said. 
The shooting might interfere with 
classes,  hut "you can 
always go hack 
to 
school . . you can't always go 
hack to a movie," she 
said.  
The movie, by Walt Disney's 
Touchstone Pictures, will star 
Robin  
Williams as a military




 will he videotaped 
in 
San  Francisco Saturday and mailed to 
Hollywood, 
Jones  said. 
Qualified applicants can call 
Jones for 





















































This  Could Be 
Your Last 
Chance















 in the 
United  States.
 































































 Mark Foyer 




second -learners and two honora-
ble mentions were 
among the 27 play-
ers that signed
 
letters  tit intent
 to play 
%4 tth the 
Spartan  football team next 
season
 
The Spartans  top recnni
 was ot-
knsise 







pounder from Phoenix Community 
College 
in Phoenix. All/ . was a first -
team JC 
All-American.  
City College ol San Francisco
 of-
fensive tackle 







CC in Reedley and
 cornerback An-














in the Golden Gate Conference 
coach  at CCM', George Rush. said 
Leatututu was an awesome drive 
blocker 
"In the lust 
game that he started 
for us. we rushed
 for 300 yards." 
Rush 
said.  "Ile's a big guy who runs 
well.  
Wells was the top pass receiver in 
Northern Calgorma
 (third





 ler 1.176 
yards.
 






posing team% knew that the Tigers 
would he throwing it) the 
5 -toot -It) -
inch, 165 -pound native of Selina, 
according to Kings Riser defensive 
coordinator 
Stan Tarries. 
"Despite being double -teamed 
constantly. Scott was
 always able to 
find the open Seam." Tames
 said. 
"We threw the hall to him 
about
 nine 




ors. SJSU was the only school to offer 











































 being double -
teamed constantly, 
Scott (Wells, new 
SJSU wide receiver) 
was  always able to 
find the open seam.' 
 Stan Tames, 
Kings River CC coach 
done...
 






 back of 
the 
year.  The 5 -toot -ID -inch,
 175 -
pound 
cornerback was in 
on 64 
tackles, 
broke  up seven passes.
 forced 
one fumble and





















Brow a fi- foot - 
3 -inch.
 205 -
pound nati of 
San  Jose, was the ju-
nior 
colleg defensive 




lie took pan in 
110  




passes  and recovered one
 fumble, 
leading
 the Jaguars 














forward  George Puou 




 SJSU plays at
 
I 




 college rusher in Califor-
nia. 





He was also an academic 
Aii-Amencan,
 a second -team 
all -state 
selection and a 
first-teant  all -league 
player. 
Fresno CC coach Bill Musick 
said 
Christensen was a 
tough runner. 
"In one game
 this year he 
ran  the 
blast play 
32
 of 40 
times."
 Musick 
said.  "He ended up 
with  230 yards for 
the 
game. 
As was the 













signed  have JC 
experience.  
"Our emphasis 
was  in the JC area 
again."
 Gilbert said
 in a released 
statement.
 "We had 





Gilbert,  who needed 
to replace I I 
starters  from last 
year's
 team that won 
the 
PCAA title and the Cal 
Bowl,  said 
he was
 pleased with 
this









corner  and at wide 
receiver,"  
Gilbert  said. "If we 
had to pick a high-














































kickoffs  for 
an average of 
22.2  yards. 
Fresno  CC 
cornerback
 John Col --
fee made the transition
 from wide
 re-
ceiver  to the defensive 
backfield,  and 







CC in San Diego.
 was in on 72 
tackles,












 was a 
kick  returner in 




 High in 
San Bernardino. 
Along 
with  Wells. 
the Spartans
 














 caught 32 












 caught a career
















 Last season 
Richmond 
caught





 in with 








"We  added 
size and 
strength




























 the Spanans 
signed  center 
Jason  
Wisch (6 -foot








emphasis  was in 
the JC area again. We 











 last 265 pounds) and guard Jeff 
Zentner (6 -
fall, hut didn't
 play. He 




















he nix CC. 
Crhalejo















CC'  in 
Glendora.  
Lewis' teammate at Delta.
























But if the Gauchos










The Spartans. at 
7-7  in PCAA 
play and I I -12 
overall, are 
currently  in 
second place. Santa 
Barbara, at 6-7 in 
PC'AA 
action and 11.11 




"All the ganies from this point on 
are important." 
Santa Barbara head 
.oach  
Jerry  Pimm said. 





























ond -place finish in PCAA 
competition  
would  not seem 
worthy of 
anything.  
After all, LINLV, 
















 lies with 
cap-
turing the  PCAA 
tournament.  And to 
qualify 
for that March 5-8 
event,  one 
only needs to 





 Pimm said he 
thinks  a 
second -place 







second,  especially for our program 

















 ludo mum 
merit. held 
Saturday in Colorado 









Five former and current students 








finishes  were posted 
by team
 captain Kevin 
Asano  at 132 
pounds.
 assistant
 coach Mike 
Swain at 



















 Spartans last year,
 won first -
place in the 
women's  123 -pound
 il IN I - 
sion.
 
Contestants had he 
invited  by 
the Olympic Committee to fight in 
the  
trials. The second, third, fourth and 







for the right  to face the 
No. I -ranked 
tudoka at a tournament
 in late May. 
"The number one player 
draws a 








 of that match will represent the 
1.1 
S.
 at the 
World Championships,
 the 










 Acena and 
David Williams 
were also given the honor of 
being  in-












judo player ironed to 
the compe-
tition.**
 Long said "lie 
was a man 
from Syracruse   
'Now I'll face (top -
ranked) 
Fred  Glock in 
May. I've
 fought Fred 
twice 






Kevin  Asano. 
SPA; judoka 




 Wanag. faith ranked 
No.1 in their divisions,  are gearing up 
to fight in the tournament in May. 
"1 was a wild card.** 
Thompson  
said. "I had retired for a year, and 
hadn't accumulated points (to 
he 
ranked) at the tournaments.  I went in 
at 220, the lightest in the open divi-
skin,  




The win over Virtucio  was partic-
ularly sweet for 
Thompson.  
"Joe threw me with uchi mata 
(inner thigh reap) lor ippon (full point) 
at the Olympic 
Festival,  and had been 
going down the coast telling all his 







arm bar on Virulent. which 
he got by 
spinning underneath 
Virtucio's  armpit. 
Asano turned in his 
usual superla-
tive perlorniance in 








and Ed Liddie, who 
practices  at the 
Olympic Training Center. 
"I 
got Ed with ude gaeshi. a 
spin-
ning arm 




 on a decision:' 
Asano said. "I've faced Ed eight times 
before and beat him three times,
 hut 
Mickey I beat all the time.
 
"Now I'll face (top
-ranked) Fred 
Gluck  in May. 
I've
 fought Fred twice 
before, 




































 at the 

























Spartan  judo 
players.  
who
 train five 
nights




whole  school 







the extra -lough 
workouts
 imposed 




 a visiting 
coach  from 
Japan.
 
who  arrived at 
practice
 last Friday and 
will stay until 
March  25. 
"I 
guess  Mr. Ando has been 
coming here for the last 15 years. oil
 
and on," Asano said. 
"One thing Mr. Ando will tell 
you is he doesn't like lazy 
people. Ile 





you  must keep moving.' 
Thompson
 noted. 
Al Tuesday's team 
workout. the 
Spartans could he seen 
sweating inn 
250 push-ups 
after  the 
normal  
two-
hour practice. Asano urged them 
on 
as 
Mr. Ando surveyed the team 
that is 
ranked as the hest 
college
 judo team in 
the nation. 
we had won our
 last game. 
But  in- 







continued  until Ricky 
The key to tonight's







Pintni points out. is 
putting  out a good 
was involved
 in a 
pushing 
match  with 
effoo. 
Vaughn,. that erupted 








unitizes teamwork. All five starters are 
Al that point SJSU 
led 61-59. But 
averaging
 in double figures.  Brian 
following
 technical fouls on both 
Berry and Vaughn'.. 
SJSU went on a 
9-5 
run to capture the contest. 
"We didn't make our free throws
 
toward the 
end  of the game," Pi111111 
said
  
PII11111 knows if the Gauchos 
should lose tonight, their second
-place 
Vaughns is 





 he gone. 
points per game. 
The surprise of the
 team has been 
Carrick 
Dellart.  Only a freshman. the 
6-lixu-1- inch guard 
is averaging 10 8 
ppg and 
3.2  rebounds per game. 
"Carrick
 Detlart
 is no 
loll  
playing
 like a freshman."
 Pimni said 
'He's  
become
 experienced during the 






has SJSU coach Bill Berry.
 concerned. 
"They have
 good balance inside 
and outside.- he said. "They're
 a 
good solid team. 
Berry learned
 this lact 
when
 the 
two teams met in San 
Jose on Jan 2.7 
The Spartans ended 
up
 winning 'hot 





 the air until the closing 
seconds.  
The game  had been a seesaw
 at 
fair throughout. 
One  side would gain 
momentum. and 
then the other would
 
counter with 
a burst. In fact at halt 




AM)  Air Time: 
7:15 p.m. Game  
Time:






















































































































was  an all -state selection from 
Glendale CC. He registered
 10 sacks, 
46 
tackles,
 live pass deflections, a 
fumble
 recovery and 
an interception 
Alcantara  (6-foot -2 -inches. 
210  
pounds) 
was a two-year starter at Mt. 


























































out  the 
recruits is 
quar-
terback Greg Centilli from Waxaha-
chie High School in Waxahachie. 
Texas. Ceilidh is being groomed to be 

















































 FEB. 20-21 
ACROSS FROM WATFRTOWFR 
30 
SOUTH  CFNTRAI 
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Willie  tiro% 
n 




















































































teams  current 


























 01 ('alitornia  









Knopl  swept a doubleheader loon
 




























 this fact 
Fri-
day v. hen he 
announced that 
the preparations 
had  been com-
pleted or 
the  semi -formal  
at lair Saturday
 in the Civic 
A u d i i o n
 iiitu 
-
. . . in  1951 
"General 
MacArthur  has 
done  an enviable
 job in the 
and Americans. 
in years to 
come.  can look
 hack 
with pride 
on a fob well 
done." said 





 Asia. in a 





'It might he ads
 isable to treat
 Japan and 
Korea  sepa-
rately  and let 
General 
MacArthur  
administer  the 
Japanese  
occupation
 and let 
General  Ridgeway
 run the 
Korean  hat -
t le. I ft] 
Buss added 
. . . in 1%9 
A sellout
 audience of 
2.600  will scramble





night  at 
5:15 in the 
Men's  Gym. Doors 
will open at 7:30. 
Seating is 
on a first
-come  basis. 







Tickets,  which 
went
 on sale in 
the 
middle
 ot January, 






 out by II a.m.
 Monda) 
. 
. . in 
1976  
A.S.
































 I Illp! 
\ 
























began trailing I nil , caiiiics.
 she 
has built a reputation
 it
 het-wit 
among  hear 
colleen'',
 
She insists c.t In 
















a particular heal lie, .81, Id its 
quirks 
eirdiroidercil smile
































look at him a 
couple
 more days. 
"I make





























put  the t 
ace  and 
eats PIII 
iris' Hut 























 school.  
hut 
hei lose  
al Ian is oh 
hears liggan
 a )car 
ago 
it











She  began 
With a pattern














hears. Their long, thin arms and legs 
and 
humped hacks  date to the 
presi-
dency of Teddy Roose)elt. the man 
who inspired the first such hears. 
"The first couple I made.
 I gave 
away." she said. Her daughter's 
friends were 
first in line. 
"I 
gave  away a lot of hears - 
all 
of Mary's friends
 got experimental 
hears. As I would develop 
my pattern. 
I 
got  rid of the ones I didn't like." 
Since she began making 
hears.  









Friendb, Ursine faces 
peek out twin 
cabinets















lessional growth as Volunteer In 




services. admin date 
processing.  
public  mere... fund-raising. 
etc & mono -lingual.
 all ma-
ims. grad & undergrad F %per!. 
once 
horn 
clerical  to post 
grad.  
Intro-re-estrovert 
WE NEED YOU 
Near  campus ICE F PO Now 






Enroll now' Save 
your
 teeth eyes 















CHEVY  NOVA. ps.phat. Vfl. 7dr. 
new
 Irs brks. exc Cond Must 
we
 
$7500 bo Mike 991-4363 days  
77 
110108






$150050 call 746-5926 
116 
883 HD SPDRSTER STOCK Low 
miles,  weas. garaged,  well kept, 
excetterd condition








1BI I- corn. 
purer XT complete system for 






 0 nu 











 or MC 
XT. $995 Cl ONE 20411 64011 4 7-
Z 8M7, graph.
 monitor, floppy AT. 








 on ell 
futons










 'Hos 900 
S 
WI - 






















area Call (refundable 516 459 
3734 eel
 




YOU CAN OWN A NEW GRAND 
DEL TA 
10-speed for less 
then
 
$45  MHC 
Bicycle 
Sales  otters 
lowcost transportation need!. 
for
 
the student All 




































 No emit 
net  10 hrs 
wit  SS hr 
Call
 AN. Sydnor at 794-7595 
COUNTER MEI P 
NEEDED





































































 wirrs 3.7pm 
Sal. 9 
30ent-3pm  54 hr
 to start 
Wei train 
Cad  lot appl 266-8281
 
JOBS' JOBS' JOBS' 
ideal  for stu-
dents 
Join our marketing staff
 
Take new and 
renewal magarrne
 
orders by phone 
Mon -Weds 
Sal XL Sun Outstanding earning 
potential  
Call  370 
9090 
PART 
6 FIJI I TIME RE TAIL 
ICI  P., 
National fern proposing for 
Spring 
b Summer work 
II 
accepted.  you 




 per wit equal S735 FT 1401 
earnings per wk equel 






ol our In 





Good math A reading skills
 













sekiltron  II 
you 





sible you may earn 2.3.4 cred 



















Mon TO between 
10sm  





try again An 
equal opportunity company 
PART-TIME






clear English speaking Contact 
Denise 
777-3738100 campus) 
PART TIME JOBS., We Markel 
auto 
club
 memberships for 'he 
moor  
ort con-mammy Parltwe easy 
hours weekly paychecks  $7 to 
5,5 
hourly commIssion,  complete 




your  resume R C SMITH 
CORP . 247-0570 
PHONE













Service  249-0556 
RESEARCH
 PAPERS 16 778 
to 
Cheese from all subpects 0 de 
catalog today
 with VISA Mc 
ar 
COD 




rush 52 00 to 
FielleerCh Awls -
twee.
 11322 Idaho Ave . e706
 
SN, I es Angeles,







S.InIrst  ere it oppty mire gd 
money sell PE NINSUI A 
MAO 
A7INE Cathy Sued 41S 36815800 








 Apply In person 
Mon Fri 
gem apm 
760 Meridian Ave San 
Jose. call 286-51410 
STUDENT UNION JOBS' Start
 .155 00 
per hour Apply in 
Director  s Of  
rice  
on top floor 
TICKET DPI ;VERY" TWO hours per 








 at 971-8118 
WAITERS a. WAITRESSES COCK TAN 
MEI P. 
Jessica
  Nightclub S 1st 
Si 
Cell  717.0797 tor appoint 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABLE
 HOUSING' Near San 




walk  to 
school 
free utilities,  monthly disc 
Fully  
fornIthed. 
color  TV VCR and 
housek.ping eervice 
Shared  or 
single 
rooms  
available  Ornar 72 
N 5111 St . 
call
 9960734 
GRANNY FL AT (unfurl.) 1 br flre. 
place. petio, pot 
entrance. oft 
street parking, 10 
minutes to 
SJSU Wee' for discrete Sin-






 TO SHARE in quiet foothill 
area 1 or 7 
female  non-andtrs to 
share 3 bone home 10 min frrn 
SJSU Walk to 
bus, shopping. 
$275 rno 8
















 5700 or $175 ea 
148 EWiiilarer et 
Ith,  71174316. 






195 F Reed 
corn S 5th Si 
Call  
Ins 
227-8238  $515 mo $400 
dep 
ONE BORM APT 
one person no pHs. 
5400 mo 
641
 11th St. call Gary 
at 793-4091. Security Bldg  
ROOMATES WANTED' 2 
nonsmokers  
to share quiet 
46
 home In Csmp-
bell  Full privy, washer,
 dryer. etc 
5325 
ma
 Intl urna 377-1654
 
ROOMS 8 









all utilities Intl 
Block trm SJSU 
Clean,  qukil. 
sate Call 








bed I Mt, duplev.9300 9225 ME
 
no 
smoke  pets tel 'no 
dap 
Clean  quiet new crpts
 w dry Ste-
phanie 
298-5470,  Wave metope  
1970s
 DECORATOR APARTMENT!. 
CONDO style. 1 bedroom 
Avail. 
able for mature 
person  Long term 
p 
eeeeee
 ed Must be financially
 re 
sponsIble.
 clean,  quiet 













BOOM  4000 sq 
ft bldg for 
Iseae  Lg 







































 life di 
rection end purpose,  vocational 
guldance,











 path I IMAM 
been
 in private practice





















practice' 575 hr, 




 M A Call 
(408) 734.9110  tot
 appointment
 or 
to be placed 
on the mailing 
111 for 
lectures workahops el   
FEMALE 






man Want to 
establish   lasting 
miationship.
















yourself  floating 
















can now 'Lel Go!' The 
experkines 
Is ilke floeling In spec. Results!  
Total 
mustuler retaxellon You 
COMO away 
horn  the experience 
heeling you've been 
vacationing
 
for  week In Maul Coll now 
for In-
formation
 or beder  still. as a first 
time floater, call for an 
appoint-
ment and brIng this ad for a 25% 
discount
 a dart for 830 
TRAN-
QUILITY PLACE, 445 Washington 
St Santa Clara,  Co 1406)  243-
7200  
HAIR SHOW 
11013ELS ...ad March 
7,11.9th Cuts. colors. perms For 
Information can 1415141117-2977
 





















INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit check. 







 credit line with full 
color catalog. VCR s lewpflry and 
more FREE information please 
wile 
National  Home 
Shoppers,  





 Hoven'? been 
Inspired  
since I last 
saw you, Lets meet In 
the Music Roorn 
on Friday steer 
I 30 noNi 
PASS RYE' KEVIN 
SERVICES
 
BACKACHE, PALMER COLLEGE OF 
CHIROPRACTIC -West is currently 
accepting  patients for 
FREE ex-
aminations & treetment,  as part of 
a research  proNct If you hart 
had low back pNn tor more Hun 
slit months IS are 20-55
 peers old. 





BARE IT ALL! Stop 
shaving,
 welting, 
tweezing or using chemical depill-
torMs Let rd
 permanently re-
move your unwanted hair  
101,10.  
bikini. tummy. moustache.  Mc) 
15 


































































 1 , . 
NIOPe &AN f '1 A uraz ON 
lIg UPS. 
."Crel/NR TRIEP 1 
























































































































































 get your first appt el 1 2 
price 'Unwanted Hair 
Disappears
 
With ley Care ' Owen Clwigren 
RE 
. 559-3500,1645 S Beacons 
Ave.
 MC "Kok Today Gone To-
morrow -




Hate etaliellts PBS Research 
Assoc











EE's IF's Is that ELECTRONIC DE-
SIGN PROJECT due end you have 
no resources for Ideas or wfwi to 
build, SHI Electronics Is com-
mitted to offer low cost consult 
lng 
needs for the Student 
Call 
days 942-7736, Eves 293-4780 




WANTED HAIR removed forever 
Confldentiel 335 S Baywood 
Ave San Jose, 




PERFECT TUTOR, my 
home 
More





KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS Opened. re-




master keying Call 
9 00 
to 600 Mon thru 
Sal (Sun by 
appt only) licensed-X.110410.mo-
bile 10 discount on 
labor with 
this ad Special rates for
 senior 
Mittens. SJSU students, Ned .5 
fatuity
 FREE estimates 'EMER-
GENCIES ANYT1ME 
Call Ron 
Hughes,  Evergreen 
Locksmith 
Security Senates. 270-3277,  Sam 
Jo. All work guaranteed 
PROFFSSIONAI WEDDING PHOTOG-
RAPHY 
by a SJSU grad Cherish 
your priceless memories forever 
Budget and deluxe packages 
available 
Complimentary 
8  10 
when you 
mention







WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK 
KUTIRIAN 
Distinctive  ponrallure 
with  sensitive touch  variety 









AAAA-  ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT 
ACCOUNTABILITY, ACKNOWL  
EDGEABLE 
in
 typing that's tops 
'rust Tony 2962087 Than. 
91 50 tor page double spaced 
Avalloble  semen 
days  
weekly  
(hack turnaround All work guar-
anNied
 Thanks 
AAAAH PERFECTION! LASER 
PRINTER typeset
 quality output 
Word processing
 
at Its best He. 
done own master thesis E apart -








 No lob too smell 
or too 
large Reesoneble Call Barbe at 
926-4370  
TODAY'  
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every Ilme Fs 
perienced. professional word pro-
cessing papers,  thews,  re-
stones. office overflow,  
mailings.  
newsletters  Student Discounts
 
Guaranteed 
work  Only If) min-
utes from campus Words end 
More (Pamela) 973-7810 
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
word 
procwsing
 PJ s 
Word  
Pro-
cessing Service offers quality,  
guarentee.] work
 Esperleecad in 
term papers. thesis, group pro-
eNtS. resumes,  



























 end rnicro 
cassette 
transcription  Word 
pro 
ceasing 
Instruction avoidable 910 
5 Mon -Fri By appointment 
Chrystei 923-8461 
BLOSSOM till SANTA TERESA 
AREA test, accurele
 typing and 
word processing avallabie seven 
days  week AeeTerTC business 
and personal typing welcome 
Call 
365-1012  
BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL Two 






 OR TWO lor 
quality
 typing of reports
 and
 
thews 287-8442. If no answer
 
please leave 




PROCESSING  Reports,  
thews, group protects. resumes 
APA  specleity Quick 
return  on 
all papers
 All won. 
guaranteed 





 Brenham area Free disk stor 









 papers. all 
',morns
 










 II delivery 888-6960 
DAYSTAR SECRETARIAL Promos 
alone' student typist and skilled 
word processor Dependable and 
test, Perfect finished documents 
from laser 
printer (no typos. 
whiteout.
 









reserve  lime 
for your propecta before end-of 
ammeter rush!.
 on') 
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 266-
94441 
Former  English 
Tate,
 can 
assist w grimmer. vocabulary 






 also resume, cover 
let legible copy pews* Students 
and
 'smutty welcome 
Willow Glen 








 research papers. 
thaws I dleaertMlons (Campbed. 
Turebian.





 cover  
follow-up
 
letters. manuscripts (book*. OHL 
cies, short stories). 
transcription
 
FREE SPELCHFK. copy etill (If re-
quested) proof, disc storage Stu 
dent latudy 
discounts  Quick 
turnaround Santa
 Clara  246-
%75 
EXPERIENCED  SECRETARY for 
your  
academic,  
busing.,  legal word 
processing  
needs Term papers,  
reports, resumes,  cover letters 
group
 
protects manuals thesa.  
disarm
-belong.  etc All 
academic
 
formats  AP* Free disk 
stor-
















ings with referral discounts. 
TERM PAPERS RESUMES,. Need 
help, Call SO 5' Word Pro-
ce.ing
 Spell Check l Mier Qual-
ity Printers Resumes 110 copies 
!no ! Cover Lenems 
Envelopes  










 Call P.M 
at 246-
5633 
TYPING $1 50 page. resume 15 a up, 
minimum  charge 55 W use IBM 
compatible Wordstar word 
pro-
c.a., and
 letter quality  
printer 
PC-COPA. 404
 5 3rd St comer of 
San 
Salvador  
One  block 
horn 
campus 
Call 295 1606 
WORD EXPERTISE









PEE s TYPING AND SECRETARIAL 
SERVICES Fast,  accurate work 














3 Lines $3 55 
4 
























































































Lost 8 Found 
Computers 
Print Your Ad 
Here  
(Count 
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SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER 
OR 




Jose  State 
University
 




 D814201  
Hoots 9 
00 6 ki to 3 30 P 
M 
 
Deadline'  Two days prior to publication 
 
Consecutive
 publication dates only 
 No refunds 
on













 packages Fach person
 ended up 
taking at 





Mew  up 
a few condoms so 
they 
resembled balloons 
Ile also placed a con-
dom 
over  his head, covered his nose and in-
flated 
it with air so large the audience feared 
that it would pop Wilcox stretched one ol 









can  experiment 
and 
have
 fun with condoms 
Condoms










Wilcox   




deadly." she said. "You
 
don't  die from 
protected  sex . 
Taylor 
said
 that as long a), the 
person 
protects
 himself or 
herself






 not he able 
to
 
transmit a %MIA. 
"People
 should not he 
denied  a sex lite 
even if they have 
AIDS."




 191t2  that
 
peo-
ple inlected with AIDS




 with the 









Since 19143 they have known 
AIDS -in-
fected people can 
pass  the disease 
on 
to 
their partners and they in turn can pass 
it 
onto their
 partners and the deadly chain con 
Mmes, he said 
Wilcox said
 that it 
may  take 
as long as 
six years lin 
the sympt   to appear in an 
infected persiin. By that time the virus could 
have 
been  spread 
to 
dotens  id people
 
She
 also said a negative 
result  on the 








not been allecied 
with  the AIDS virus be-
cause it 
can  take six 






 test positive. 
 'How 
we handle this epidemic 
may  
&tern l llll vs hether well 
surstse." said 
Tay 













ple find out someone
 they know has con 




The ones who swear
 they 
will  nevei 
have 





Their resistance breaks down and they 
end 
up 
going to bed  With the first person they 





precautions are taken 
Alter 





a;:ain swear to abstain Irom
 sex. but 
will 
undoubtedly  give
 in vs hen the person 
hits a weak point. and the vicious circle will 
continue.
 
Taylor  said 
"Once people accept 
they have
 
make changes. they often have a 
better s 
life. he said "What people are mourning 
as the familiarity id sex." 
He said that people
 ofien make the 
same sounds, use 
the  same places and have 
sex at the %Mlle time They are afraid ut 
try  
ing 
something  different 
Ultimately each person must protect 
himself. 
"We










 any fv,,,ty 
else 
to keep you sale  
Students










 population, she said. 
'We 
don't  
have much infomiation on 
their 
alcohol  




 to San Jose Coun-
cilwoman 
Blanca Alvarado, who represents
 
portions of east San 
Jose. said there is a need 
for 
good information in 
this area. 




the valley has 
historically
 
been an area where 
Mexican Americans settle. 
Villa said. Hispan-
ics are the 
pred  ant minority. 
he
 said. 
Villa is a 
political  activist,  recently in-
volved
 in helping downtown residents 
ousted 
from their homes 
near Market Street during re-
development construction 
He encouraged residents to stand up for 
their rights before the 
council,  demanding fair 
compensation
 and housing, he said. 
Ile has a 
history  of 

































 he said. 
They see 







 Owens. a social work student, 
said
 
she was pleased to he 
a part of die
 
stitity . 
"It's something I can
 look hack and say I 
helped do 
that
 when I was a 
social  work 
major" she said. 
Students
 walked along in 
pairs, each can-
vassing








looking  Mr 
people
 qualified to pit 
ticipate in the
 survey. 
Participants must be 
married  with chil-
dren. and the 




 horn in Mexico. The wife 
must also 
have Hispanic  ancestors.
 
The participants
 do not have to he drink-
ers. They can comment On vs ha( they see as 
community








educate the community 
























 may delay resurlacing 
itt 
the Bud 
Winter  Field track 







ment at the 
South  Campus track 
have created a 
need tor the resurfacing.
 said Marshall Clark. 
track and field 
coach.
 
The track was built in 
1967
 by
 the 3M 
Company  01St. 




 track,  originally of no cost 
to
 the university. 
Clark said. 
The track has rips in the
 surface and water 
seeps beneath and 
gets




tears have been patched, hut 
the entire track needs 
resurfacing.  he said. 
However, the 





because  of 
state budget
 cuts. 
'There have been 
a lot of state cut-
backs.''
 Clark said. "We get pushed down as a 
The estimated cost of resurfacing is 
$2203100. said Facilities
 Planning Manager 
Peggy 
Asuncion.  
 'The problem is that we only get a total 
budget  






 as well." 
The funding that would
 have provided for 
the track 
resurfacing was used for a mandated 
budget cut 
by the governor. Asuncion said. 
"The cut required a two -percent annual 
reduction  for the fiscal 
year,  hut because the 
cull came in the middle of the year, the state had 
to 
come
 up with a four
-percent
 cut," she said. 
The 
four  percent was taken out of 
the  special 
repairs budget, which
 would have financed the 
resurfacing.  
The 
special repairs budget includes funds 
received from the state for 
repair  to existing 
equipment such 
as
 roofs and heating equip-
ment.  The budget is also used for major 
build-
ing repairs and for repairs which 
are done less 
than once a year, she 
said.  
Since it 
was  built,  minor repairs 
have been 
made to the track. 
including
 patch repairs to the 
surl ace 
and pole vault area. 
There  are other problems
 with the track 
and 
the field. Clark said. 
Besides the
 rips in the track, 
harriers need 
to be repaired and
 painted, and 
runways
 and 
railings need to he 
replaced.  he said. 
Also,
 the bleachers at 
the  track need to he 
replaced 
because a car swerved off the
 road and 
crashed through 
the bleachers during 
the  winter 
break,  he said. 
"The track is used a 
great deal, not just 
for track and
 field," Clark said.
 
It has been 






from page I 
and any of 








 and the credit union. 
"The
 lease will he 
based  on fair market 
value, just
 as we lease space to a 
couple  of 















ings and other enticements next week 







Officials from 27 Japanese cities 
of all sites
 arc 
hoping  their offers 
will 
prose irresistible to the 30 administra-
tors scheduled to leave next Thursday 
for
 a 




 and the 
Knox v illes and the Indianapolises of 
Japan. They're trying to attract 
hug -
tunic universities:' said Pat Riordan. a 
spokesman  for the Florida state  univer-
sity system. which is sending a vice 
chancellor on the trip. 
Japanese higher education "is not 
held in particularly high esteem else-




sonic  help." said ass, 
tant education 
secretary  Chester E. 
Finn Jr . who
 
supers ised an Education 
Department study of Japanese educa-
tion 
"I'm not surprised or displeased 
that 
they are seeking to benefit 
Irom  


























tor  smell 






















phardi was instrumental in forming the 
committee and has been 
discussing  the 






 King said. 








 Europe  
and 
Asia.
 only Temple 
University.  









 been a country 
that
 
we've thought about in terms iit 
establishing






 he a 

















first  01 its kind. 
Itchy -se
 it will be of 
equal value to the
 United States in the 
long term.
 
"Pan of our problem in doing 
business w ith Japan has been our lack 
of 
know ledge of the 
country,
 its his-
tory . its customs. its language and in 
particular, its 
people." King said. 
'The  
Japanese  do business 
with
 peo-
ple they know. They are very reluctant 
to 
do business with strangers... 
The U.S 
schools  would counter 
that 
with  a 50-50 mix of Japanese 
and  
American students,  classes 
conducted 

















 together an array 
ot
 iii 













student  scholarships. 
The mix was so intriguing 
to
 
some schools that they didn't wait tor
 













 Institute of 
Technol  
tvgy, 






Maryland and John Hopkins [nu
 
versity.  
David Reed, chancellor of Flor-
ida's state university system, arguing 
this
 week against proposed 
Reagan  ad-
ministration cuts in student aid, con-
tended that the 
administration seems 
less enthusiastic about U.S. higher ed 
ucation than the Japanese who are so 
eager to Wellre it. 
'The Japanese are 
recruiting the 
resources









dents,  while 
the Congress debates a re-
duction in support 
for  American 
students to 
access  these same re 
sources.''  Reed told the Senate Budget 














THIRD  STREET 
295-4336  




with student ticket purchase 
4IAW/ 





Feb. 23rd - vs. Fresno 
State 
Feb. 26th - vs. Utah 
State  (Greek 
Night)  
Feb. 
28th  - vs. Pacific
 
Pick-up 
at Spartan Athletic Ticket Office
 
or look for 
Spartan Table at 
Union.
 
Now thru February 20th 













 OR FIV ASS4 It 
I/111  ii STI 
iii 
Nr 
South ('ampus' 19 -year -old track is in 
bad  need of repairs, but state budget 
was scheduled to be the 
location
 of a tele-
vision -sponsored meet, he said.
 However,  that 
meet was trans1 erred to another school. 
"The track 
doesn't televise well." Clark 
said,  adding the 
unsightly
 wagon wheels 
around the field and the 
patches
 were the pnth-
lem. 
"This is a priority." Clark said. "It goes 
well beyond track and lield It  something the 
school and 
community
 bend t 
" 
Asuncion said the Faciluics 
Development  
and Operations Depaninem places ft:Vies!, 







 the track this 
year.  
every year and the California
 State University 
Chancellor's Office semis an auditor to eval-
uate them. 
"They validate the requests and malu. 
priorities." Asuncion said. 
The resurfacing was considered a priority 
item by 
the 





not a first -priority item, it was affected by 
the 
gosernor's
 budget cut. 
Asuncion
 said. 
By next year, the 
finding should he avail-
able 
Mr
 the resurfacing. It has already been es-
tablished as a 
















The CSU legal staff 
wants  to insure the  in-
dependence  of the credit union from
 SJSU and 
its auxiliaries. 
Fullenon  said. 
"They want to he sure 
that if they have 
fiscal difficulties, 
il
 in no way comes hack to 
Associated 
Students  or the Student 
Union  or 
the 
university.'' she said. "They
 will he 
treated as we treat
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\14/ 
limnolion  ighi
 on NA, 
o",  
I en .on 
R ,onl'antphell Ar 
I 
el
 on I mr.t 
























































































. It has 
already 
been  es -
she  said. 
union  









Student  Union or 
said. They
 will he 
ny 
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once  asked in 
















 turned it) the
 girl sitting 
nest 
to me and asked 
her  to answer 
the
 question 




do know." she 
an-
swered  spritely. "because my 
mother
 and father 
thought
 me up." 
I slouched. The immense sim-
plicity of her answer 
handsided  me. 
She couldn't be right. Right? 
Wrong. Her logic was fool-
proof: clear, precise and organic. 
And it is that type of straight for-
ward, uncluttered 
logic of that girl 
in my philosophy class that runs 
throughout 
Harold  J. 
Morowitz 's 
latest hook,








"Mayonnaise" is a 
lascmating
 
trip through the 
history
 and rele-
vance  of 
scientilic thought It is 
told  
iii 
iniineedotal  style 
by
 a scientist 
ruri hound by 






































has  much 
in. 
with hula, and the future ii 
science and thought and di,. .y 
have pushed us forward
 
and vi 
all means in the 




 the 51 e 
each about three pages. 
seem
 
disjointed and and oblique, like mayon-
naise is to the origin of life. But that 
is the thread that hinds all the es-
says. There is no pre -ordained,  arbi-
trary 
motion  to tile. It lust happens 
everyday like the jazz 
pianist  im-








 find themselves 
under 
Morowitis  microscope  and 
we are all the better 
for  it. In a sub-
dued and 
elegant  fashion 
this  pro-
fessor  of 
Molecular  
Biophysics  and 
Biochemistry 
at Yale renders a 
witty and heartfelt exercise in good
 
writing and great thinking. 
In his most forceful 
essay.  Mo-
rowitz harkens the 
past with 
thoughts of Socrates. hut only as 
anchor to bouy 
us
 towards the fu-
ture. 
"The 
world  is in need of an-
noying, troublesome, Socratic -like
 
thinkers who 
will  keep us from in-
tellectual 
and  spiritual 
slumbers
 
brought on by lethargy










ies. and every other
 public forum. 
They will trouble us and 











imprison  them 
or V or.e But in the 
enc  they are na 
tional treasures. 








iiiimarked_  their ideas are 
the Cal 
-is
 that enli% en 





 It is a very emotional esperi 





not to let the event pass 
vs ithout finding a deeper meaning in 
life.  'Tell inc. 
Reader,
 what do we 























the Dance Studio 




55 for students al 
se-
niors and $7 for
 general admis, 
























 is free. 
Southwest American Indian 
folkart is featured in an exhibit at 
Villa Montalvo in Saratoga. The 
historic garden is open I to 4 p.m. 
Thursdays 
and Fridays and II a.m. 











Strictly Roots plus guests will head-
line an all age 
reggae dance party 
Saturday
 at 9 p.m. at the Fencing 























Special  Sections Manager 
Jeff 
Rausis  
Cover Photo by 
Denise  Wendler 
The  
children
 of Nimit, 
School  




























 to read 
hooks 
instead.  
This is not a new idea. TV 




try to pry children away 
from
 the 
television and exchange the remote 
control for a book. 
Ironically,
 some parents are not 
enthusiastic  to 
give 
up a day of 
viewing.  
According to the San Jose 
Mercury News,  some parents have 




Lee Fisher. She asked parents 
to 








"What  am I 
going
 t ) do with my kids the whole 
evening? They 'II drive me craz).'
 













soap  opera. or prime time 
show
 or the evening 
news. 
Some plan to just 
use'their
 ' 




tape the shows they 
do
 not want to 
miss.
 
Shame on them for cheating. 
However.
 the family members 
of Nimitz School might find 
a day without 
television  a re-
freshing change of pace. 
They  can pick 
tip
 a book and 
let the 
vivid  images in their minds 
replace those of the TV screen. 
Or they can 
sit  down and 
write - either letters to 
friends,  or to 
themselves.
 
Maybe they will sit around and 
just talk to each other, share 
thoughts, 
reminisce,  make plans 
and dream. 
Maybe they will like the idea 
of not
 watching television. 
Then they will pursue 
other  
hobbies and interests instead of 
being sucked into the 
vacuum  of 
endless corny comedies and 





Amy L. Pabalan 
--
Children
 should he 
discour-
aged 
from watching too 
much TV.












parents  rely 
on 
the  tele-
vision  as a bahysitter because 
chil-










should just give up TV cold turkey . 
Television
 does offer 
good enter-
tainment and is sometimes educatio-
nal. Sacrificing one day without
 
tt 
on is a start. It could
 lead to the real-
ization of how many other things 
can he done with one's time instead 
of watching
 TV. 
Maybe then people will be-
come more selective in their 
choices
 
of shows instead just watching 
TV 
because they think there is nothing 
else to do. How many times have 




Hopefully the families of M-








 the set and use that 
tune 
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their  designing talents
 in a fashion show
 at One Step 
Beyond
 
Monday.  Feb. 9. 
Endeman,
 who was horn in 




interested  in fashion
 at the age of 14.
 
He said he was 
influenced by the 




although  he has never received any formal 
training  in 
design.  
Several stores sell 
Endeman's  designs. called
 "Far-
ley!": 
Diva  in 
Willow 
Glen.  Hammer and Lewis in San 
Jose. Daljeet's in San 
Francisco.  and Sondra Bishop in 
Palo  
Alto. 
Endeman started his career 
by
 supplying clothes for 
other fashion shows. 
"I really didn't like that
 because they 
were picking what they wanted to 
show
 and how they 
wanted to show it. 
"I just stood in the corner
 and watched them." he 
said. Endeman said 




 came with his show at the Red 
Lion  Inn. 
San Jose.




 legitimate people with 
different
 kinds of 
things to offer
 came to that show. Ever
 since then I've been 
doing 
my own shows," he 
said. 




 going on and the models come out. 
I feel really proud. I don't want 
to he up there, hut I'm 
proud,"  Endeman
 said. 
"I cater to the young at 
bean. My garments change 
every year, 
with the seasons." Endeman said. His inspira-
tion for clothes come from watching
 TV,  magazines he re-
ceives from 
Europe
 and from just watching people. 
"My fashions are like those
 in stores,  but they're a bit 
different. 
They're  not exactly like what you might find at 
Macy's. We specialize in coats. 






them," Endeman said. The 
price of his garments range from $5 
to $65. 
For 
Bobadilla,  a SJSU student majoring in humanities, 
this was a different matter. Because
 it was her first show. 
the 20 -sear old vs 
as tense.  
a 





 of the 
unique  
outfits
 at a 
fashion show 
last  week at 
One  Step Beyond.
 
Bobadilla. like Endeman, has no formal training in de-
signing
 and learned by watching others and experimenting. 
She plans to graduate in 1988, said she might pursue a 
career in fashion. "I realize it's competitive and you really 
have to have it to make it. but 
that would he my ultimate 
dream," 








































hosted  its first
 fashion 
show
 of the 
year 
in its series 
of Monday
 Night 






worth  of 
clothing
 was 
sold  after 
the  show  
an 
indication  of 
the success





















 or very 
short,  
ending
 at the 
rib cage.
 The 
skins  were 
richly 
decorated  















 in his 
fashions 
were 

















for  younger 
people. 
Despite  the 
success  of the
 fashions 
there  were a 
num-
ber of 
things  that 
ruined  the show.
 For any 
show to he 
suc-
cessful.








scheduled  to begin
 at 9 
p.m.  Instead 
the 
audience
 had to 
wait  almost 
two  hours for










 he a 
major  
consideration.  










 of a 
bikini  clad 
dancer  who 
per-
formed



































which  could 
have looked
 far more 
attractive  


















open  a new 
store,





































clothing  is 
spectacular.  
The 
entire  second 





























voted  to 
very
 young 













their  own 
high -style
 area, and
































































high  side. 
Nordstrom, which began as a 
shoe store in 1901, has excellent 
shoe departments. The women's 
shoe department on the ground floor 
has styles ranging
 from funky cas-
ual flats to sequin -encrusted spike -
heeled
 pumps for $700. There is a 
men's shoe department and. up-
stairs, the Brass Plum and chil-
dren's  departments have their own 
large selection of shoes. 
Donna Smith, co-founder and 
owner of electronics
 invention firm 
Daona Enterprises and an avid 
shopper,
 loves shopping Nordstrom 
for her shoes for the selection and 
something more. 
"My feet are 
a size and a half 
apart," she said. "Anywhere else,
 I 
have to buy
 two pairs of shoes and 
spend  twice as much as anyone 
else.
 
But Nordstrom will let 
me buy only 
one pair  one shoe in one size,  
one shoe in the 
other size. They're 
very anxious to please." 
This
 brings up Nordstrom's 
main reason 




tomer wants, the 
customer  gets. 
They are always 




 to detail has 
made them the top retailer per 
square foot of floor 
space  in the 
country and earned them special at-
tention in a recent issue of Time 




The new Nordstrom 
follows  
the color scheme of the mall, with 
pale pinks,  grays, off whites 
and 
aqua. The main focal point is the 
huge rotunda, which is right above 
the escalators. The grand piano. 
Nordstrom's
 trademark, is situated 
on the ground floor below the ro-
tunda  so that the
 music drifts toward 
the inverted dome. 
Nordstrom  kicked off 
its
 open-
ing on Feb. 12 










 paid $75 
each














The masses did descend 
all 
through the 
weekend.  Nordstrom 
was so packed 
Saturday  that three 
young shoppers, who said their
 
names
 were Lisa, Marcia and 
Alli-
son, left the store after about fifteen 
minutes. 
"We heard 
we could get 
makeup
 samples, but we can't
 get 
anywhere near 
the makeup coun 




was  a zos. 
with crazed drivers
 frantic for a spot 




elephants.  Tuxedoed 
Nordstrom 
employees
 in plush ne,s 
vans pulled up 
beside  anyone re 
cently
 emerged from 
their car and 
heading vaguely







































































The Laundry Works  man of 
the hour. manager 
Dean Hessler. 
has no intention of 
disappearing  
from 
the music scene in 
San Jose. 
He will probably 
not use his talents 
as a 
club manager in the 
future,  





 . . 
perpet-
uating 
the music scene 
in San 
Jose.''
 he said. 
He recorded the 
hands  that 
played 
the closing nights of the 
club  
and plans to make 
a compilation 
album. He 







 mastering, and 
cover art is finished. Hessler said. 
Hessler. 
serving as executive 
producer for Petmlium By -Products 
records,  will choose one song from 
each hand for a total of 
II or 12 to 
appear on Vol. I .. followed
 by Vol. 
2. 
"We've also got an organiza-
tion together to put out a South Bay 
music magazine." he said. 
Hessler a "semi -musician" 
himself said. 
"I can't just walk 
away from it (the music scene)... 
Dot 3's Mark














































 dancing existed. The 
Laundry
 
Works  went out with a 
hang, noisy
 feedback,
 a few 
minor  
injuries  







The closing night party on Fri-
day 
the 13. (coincidence?  You de-
cide.) resembled a 
family atmo-
sphere
 by way of a Twilite Zone 
episode.
 










while moms and dads 
'smiled
 behind portable 
VCR cam-
eras in the lobby.
 The hand Dot 








thought  her baby ought to 
witness
 the odd requiem. 
A former Silicon Valley -type 
fern bar, the Laundry 
Works  con-
vened to the perfect place for new 
original hands to sweat it out and 
gain  an instant
 
It 
was  separated into 
three 
pans. a restaurant, bar. and dance -
floor. If someone dancing tripped,  it 
was probably over the stage. 
The antique junk, a chinese 
rickshaw,  wagon 
wheels,  wash-
boards and barrels hanging from 
wood ceiling rafters matched the
 
western
 garb of some of the cli-
entele and bands. 
Inside the place was pacseu 
and there was
 more beer  on the 
crack -filled wooden floors than in 
glasses. 
About 200 hangers-on out-
side 'did not get in and were turned 
away by San Jose police. 
Because 
the club's owners de-
cided to sell the place, the audience 
displayed mixed emotions about the 
closing 
of the club. hut most felt de-
feated. 
"It's terrible that they're 
clos-
ing this place 
down," said Nancy. 
"This is a good place for a lot of 
people. 
They're  (the hands) all my 
good friends. It's a hummer." 
'No big deal. said Eric Gar-
dener. "It's been (nn,  hut it's 
not 
going to 





 did admit that he will prob-
ably end up driving 
to San Fran-
cisco a 
little  more. 
The 




 by Gary Suydam,
 piano 
player 
for  the Kingpins. 
"I'm pretty 
sad, a little 
upset.
 Dean (Hessler) 
has done 
a lot for the music
 commu-
nity in San Jose," he said.
 
"Hopefully
 he'll find 
a nice 
club where he can
 manage and 
con-
tinue the same
 type of 
format.
 I'm 
glad  it could go out 
with such a 
hang." 
Some of the music
 was pro-
vided by hands 
like  Daddy in His 
Deep Sleep. 















answered  the 
snarls and 
pounding  from 
dninimer  Sean 
Gal-
vin. 
This  is the 
hand that











 in the mid-
dle of the 
pit,  (dance 
floor).
 
Caryl of Whistling Bullets belts out a song 
at
 the Laundry Works. 
Lead singer Jeff Ehbage 
urged  
the crowd to "take some of the
 
house
 with you on the way out." 
During the song ''Marrianne." 
a woman 
got  into a list fight with a 
man,










 by Galvin's ear and 
shattering on the brick 




Best of all was 
Frontier  Wives. 
The name is 
deceiving  because this 





 and a little 
rouge,
 
lipstick, and mascara. 
Actually most of 
this
 group is 
recycled 
from  the hand Big Hair and 





 and Desire," 
dripping 
with country twang. 
Humor ran rampant in their 
great song "Make Me  Blond." 
Scott Long sang with passion. "I 
pray to the surlin 
sun to make me a 
blonde." They 
played  with punk -
speed on "I Wanna 
Die Like a 
Frontier Wife." their signature 
song. The audience 
was  reeling on 









 by the 







spin,  and 
jump  
over them. They
 crank out he
-hop -










 The hand comes
 
complete 




 the hands 
pompadors
 and 













































































Brad Mangin  Daily 
























he impressed with the latest effort 
from the masters of fine arts pro-
gram. The production was Sam 
Shepard's emotionally violent one -
act play
 entitled "Fool for 
Love."
 
The play takes place some-





 the story of 
two lovers. 
May and Eddie,




 In bits 





 brother and 
sister.  
Eddie
 is a truck 
driver  who pe-
riodically 
leaves
 May for 
long  
stretches of time. At 
the beginning 
of the play 




one of his 
"ci
 
May. in Eddie's absence, has 
become  more independent, and she 
shows  Eddie that she can survive 
without him. 









 to clue the
 audi-
ence in that 
this could he 
happening 













 of the tiny 
motel  room. 
In 
one scene May kicks Eddie 
in a strategic place and he is writh-
ing around the floor
 in excruciating 
pain. 
May  is getting ready for a 
date
 
and she proceeds 
to change her 
shirt and denim skirt to her dress, 
and 
she  reveals the upper half
 of her 
naked body to 














Join us for rarely
 performed 
inspirational





 near the end 
of




 piece Randall Keith 
Horton  
Gospel
 Orchestra with 
choir 




SJSU Black Faculty and SfSff, 
and the 




 22 6:00 
p.m.
 









in the Student 
Union 








For Info. Call (408) 
277-9248 
 A 
been done in a 
tastelss.  needle- -. 
responsible way. It wasn't. 
Fruge 
was  so 
natural,
 so into 
her role as May that




but only for an 
instant because she 
was  believable. It was 
like
 we were 
all there, in 
this  seedy little 
motel  
room in Arizona
 or New Mexico, 
watching
 this woman 






























round out the 
cast. 
Novicki
 was convincing as an 
old man. He 
captured  the stiffness 
of the Old Man as he walked, 
rocked in 
the chair and talked. 







Nicole Fruge and James 
Cornwell play May and Eddie in Sam 
Shepard's "Fool For Love," 









flaw in Martin, and
 what Walker 
played so well,
 was the 
innocence.  
The blind trust Martin 
had for May, 
and even Eddie. 
dragged  him in the 
middle of this 
emotional combat. 
A 
major  stong point of the pro-
duction is the directorial debut of 
M.F.A . student 
Joe Christensen. He 
did a supurb job bringing this per-
formance together.
 The nudity,  the 
profanity and the subject matter was 





By Hi.sha Arrione 
It's Alice in Wonderland like 
you've never seen it. In the North 
Side Theatre's rendition or renova-
tion of Alice in Wonderland,  the ab-
surd  is taken so far it's humorus. 
and the 60s' psychedelic explosion. 




well -acted may. 
Alice in Wonderland is gener-
ally a slow play. but add a few
 rem-
nants of the 60's. like rock and roll 
songs, bizarre lighting, and mad-
ness, the play becomes entertaining. 
Although sticking 
to the tradi-
tional story line, the play has its 
shocking moments, and those are 
the best laughs. 
Part of the silliness is every-
one's a child on stage. Not only are 
all the actors between the ages 13 to 
19, but each 
one is licensed to take 
acting to the limits of acceptable be-
havior and he a clown. 
But that's not to say that this is 
child's play. Alice's frightening, 
freakish imagination takes control 
oi 
her
 in a 
serious  look
 at a child 
growing up.




the first act, 
her 
fears 
sprout when she finds people
 
who  arc normally








 in black, waving 






to the scary mood.
 A small 
overhead  projector
 threw an 
image  
of an 
amoeba -like glob on 





could be seen 





light-hearted.  As 
Alice  enters 
Wonderland,  with 
frustrated charac-









 (Sergio Avila and 
Michael 
Clarke) her fears 








 Alice is 
sitting 
alone, 
wondering  who 
she  really is. 
Out from the stage, rolls 
in what 
looks






a soothsayer.  
who sings
 in a whiney voice to 
the 
beat of 




 I?" And he re-
sponds  in a blues beat. "Who are 
you." sounding 
very
 much like the 
famous  song "Who Are You," by 
the Who. 
The 
combination  of a young 
confused girl, with a 
rhyming  hip-
pie is just a little 
too off-beat not to 
he a good laugh. 
By
 the second act. Alice starts 
to control her dream. She has grown
 
up. and stands
 up to the fantasy. 
Throughout
 the play, 
60's 
music pops up like 
The  Beatles 'He 
Loves 
You,"  to the tune "I Beat 
Him When  He Sneezes."and 
"Today Is Your Birthday"
 to "It's 
your Unbirthday." 
The actors really ham 
it up, 
and talent 
shines  through. 
The Northside Theatre 
Com-
pany is a young people's theatre in 
downtown
 San Jose. The play runs 
















 you love the 
Bard of Avon,








 playing at the 
Marines  Me-
morial  Theatre in 
San Francisco 
through March












weaves  passages from Shake-
speares'
 plays with historical and 
personal anecdotes 
about the theatre, and 
the result is a rich tapestry 




show is not for people 
who have never read 
or seen a 
Shakespeare  play. Although 
McKellen of-
fers 
interpretations  and 
introductions
 to most of the 
pieces, the material
 requires a basic 
understanding  of 













story from his past, working 
the audience like a 
seasoned 
stand-up  comedian and the next 
he'll  be re-
citing a passage with a 
voice so commanding it 
sends  
chills up the 
spine.  
Although he 
constantly  interacts with the
 
crowd  
often  assuming the role 
of
 a drama instruc-
tor and eliciting 
responses  from the 




Garbed in a 
baggy,  dark suit, with 
a shock of 
brown
-gray hair. 
McKellen  does not 
rely
 on costumes 
or makeup 
to become his 
characters.  He 
relies  solely 
on the skill he 
has  gained from 




 in such roles
 as Hamlet, 
King Richard.
 Macbeth 




are  too long to 
list,  in-
clude 
three  Actor of 
the  Year awards,
 a Tony Award.
 
a Drama 
Desk  Award and
 a Laurence 
























 make you 
want
 to see all of 
Shakespeare's 




















I hated country music.
 


















































it sounded es en 





















Hurt.- and "I'll 
Be 







 hits by 
!lank 






 lans,  urban cow-
boys and 
cowgirls  and e%en




Saddle Rack to see the 
show.  







 and western, 
had prepared tor 







 the club 














Even  the sacred 
mechanical  hull had 
been  yanked, re-
placed by 
more  seats. 
Yoakam's acoustic 
guitar
 strumming and 
Brantic%
 
































But the hand 
didn't  limit itself






Anderson's  guitar riffs
 punctuated 
their
 country -rock songs. 
contrast*  

























 of his 
cowboy








 leatures. Ile wore a 
bright 
turquoise 
jacket and must 
hose  had help getting 
into his 
ultra -tight  faded leans,  the 
ones
 su
 ith the hole in 
the  knee 
and 
studs along both 













Etc..  Etc..- sell 
over  a 
halTmillion copies 
Ile dedicated 











 success and 




lie has been 
playing




 such as X 
and Violent 
Femmes.  for 
such 
roots-ro,kers
 as Los 




 and  lin such 
comemporar,  ,tars 
as 
Ronnie  Milsap 
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 as Bur 
rune
 Spear 
Burning Spear headlined 
Back-









 The show . is Inch also fea-

















graduate class at the Santa Cruz 
Cis lc School of l)er,
 i,h Dancing 
:Ind slow undulation. 
Burning Spear rocked laconi-
cally 
back and forth as he intoned 
the words of his songs, occasionally 
tiunipi 




high. crying out 
"Rasta -
tart!" With his dreadlocks tucked 
underneath a % ihrantly colorful hat. 
he sang in a voice that held a chil-
ling,  




Band  cooked be-
hind him with a steady, pulsating 
rhythm that was 
hypnotic in its in-
tensity.
 With a sound reminiscent of 





This is a hand that takes more 
chances than the usual reggae hand.
 
They 
are likely to break abruptly in 
the midddle of a song 
into a spicy 





 a deep 
sound





a sound that 
reaches  
past the intellect to clutch at the 
pri-
mal. 
essential  soul of a listener --
visceral  music that heats 
with the 
syncopation Ma Rasta heart. 




Spear  inspires crowd at Reggaerest #4. 
1)read. the fast-moving. 
energetic singer from Kingston. Ja-
maica. wins 
this %ear's award for 
hest running while singing. Con-
stantly 
jogging  in place while he 
pet-limited. he was a whirlwind of 
activity. 
Dread and his hand 
came ready 
to kick
 some musical ass,  and  they 
found  the audience 
enthusiastically  
receptive to 





down to slap 
hands  
with the 
audience,  he 



















guitar  playing this 








Better  Wake 
Up."



















 go when they 
are not at 
Grateful Dead 
concerts  can rest as-
sured 
knowing  that they go home 
to 
Santa Cm,.. A 
Santa Cruz crowd 
can sometimes
 look like an 
artifact
 
from the ancient ruins of the Love 
Generation.
 
One psychedelic relic, an old 
hippie who still had the
 glazed look 
of 
one who has perhaps had a few 




 small groups of surf 
youth at various times throughout 
the evening. 
Tie -died T-shirts and halter 
tops
 abounded, and the smell 
of
 
ganja lilted the air 
as the hands 
rocked
 and the crowd danced,
 and 
when it was over,  nearly
 everyone 
had 
smiles  on their faces. 
Even  the old hippie was smil-
ing. 






















 Julie Lupien:en 
"Aspects of Illustration." a 
display of the 
works  of various il-
lustrators  from the nineteenth cen-
tury to the 
present,  will be in Gal-





consists  of 
orig-
inals that 
were  used as 
magazine  





















 Ben and 
Jane  Eisenstat. 
The
 works are by 
many 
different
 artists and of 
differ-
ent
 mediums, such 
as
 pen and ink. 
watercolors  and 




Eisenstat  lectured on 
the 
collection on the 
first of the "Hum-
ble Artist Lecture 





 semester and are 
sponsored in part by 









depend  on the 
tnneshistra  
(ions that were considered conicity derail New York's political ma-
tuously as "renderings" 
by artist,' chine, created the Republican el -
peers in the nineteenth and early ephant and the Democratic 
donkey,  
twentieth century are now consid- and Norman Rockwell. popular Sat-
ered as 
art.  Andy 
Warhol  and 
his 
urday Evening  Post cover artist. 
work in pop 
art  has done a great 
The exhibit is divided into 
deal toward making illustrators eight sections. 
The first section is 










Eisenstat said. provides an overview of the entire 
"It's all art, 
whether
 done to 
exhibit.
 
All types of illustrations are 
satisfy a magazine editor or an ad- included in this section, executed in 
vertising agent," he said.. 
paints. charcoals and graphite. 
Illustrations 
were the public's 
Women Illustrator', demon -
main source of visual inlluence he- strates 
the work of early female art -
fore 
television.
 They influenced is's. who were generally discrimi-
fashion, hairstyles and the public's nated 
against.  Eisenstat said. 
conception 
of family, urban and 
An entire
 section of the 
exhibit
 
rural life. Eisenstat said 
is dedicated 
to 





which  dominated 
popular lie -
were highly 
influential  in the early  
lion before  the  
1960.  Romantic 
sto-
years of the 
twentieth  century.
 par- ries 
were
 in demand, 
because  of the 
ticularly to immigrants who could 
bleakness
 of the 
Depression  and the 




 of World Wars I and II, 
and 
cartoon and thus form opinions 
at 
illustrations
 for these 
were bought 
the voting booth, he said. 
by magazines
 at a great rate.
 While 






hokey  and su-
cinating not 
only 















 do well. 
















 Thomas Nast, who,  besides 
endlessly  
interesting. 















Fine Asian cuisine 
offered




Looking for a quick, rea-
sonably -priced.








 to the corner of 









dishes from the average Chinese 
food to the exotic. The prices are 
reasonably low,  especially 
con-
sidering





 food is very good, the 
meats are tasty and wittier. not 
overcooked. The food is not 
greasy hut deliciously prepared.
 
The restaurant
 offers more 
















and  rice. as 





 $3.25 to $5.95.
 These are 
excellent 
for  lunch. 
Rice  dishes 
include a meat
 dish served 




and broth -type 
soup. These in-
clude 






rice for $3.95, and 
assorted  
meats 
with  rice for $4.75. 
On the exotic 
side. Quoc Te 
offers 
abalone with black 
mush-
rooms for $15. 
assorted  types of 
frog 
legs,  grilled deer for 
815.00  
and snail noodle 










as chow mein. duck, and 
meat and seafood
 dishes at rea-
sonable prices. 
The
 menu can 
he
 intimidat 
mg at first glance











description  in 
English. 








Sculptor falls in love 








Man finds dignity and charac-


















 a whole day
 to make one
 in the 
comedy
 "Mannequin.'







confides  in 
his 
new creation.











own mannequin comes  to 
life. 










ral) has been 







around since 225 
B.C.. 
hut  because 
scuphor. 
Along the









freak accident  
that
 













 in the movie.  

















other  because he can't 
hold a Job. 
becomes
 his hest 
friend. 
eler looking tor true bye. 
Upset and 







 IS that 
only  Jonathan 
lolls 
down
 a downtown 
boulevard
 
his 1965  pink 
Cadillac  with it', blue
 
can see her 
clime  
to life. 1Vith the 
and sees the mannequin that 
he 
.ind pink 
polka dot car CO% cr. i lolly-
 
help  
oi Hunt% . 
Jonathan  hecont, a 




 is a riot it.
 tat V, 
IlldtM  dressoi
 










As 1,naillan , department
 store 
parlment store
 manager where the dress the 
mannequins.  Jonathan'. raki, m 'volt!. 
because iii his limo 
vative window displays. Illustra,
 
the department store rival, loses 
profits. 





inspiration.  The chase to get 
the dummy begins a scene through 










those  Vell0 believe in the 
happil
 






 a strange 






























































One  Meal Receive 











































 and have 
sonic  sort 
of message 
Yet all it 
really





















The  group is 





brothers:  Dave. 
Derek 
and Graham












 and the synth 
bass.  
Ai
 some points the group re-
sembles 




sound of the 
Fixx's lead singer
 Cy Cumin. 






















 from afar. 
The 
catch of 
the  song is that 
it ends with 
no 
change in 
the  situation. 
Music is 
supposed 










At first, the 
second  side of 
the 
album  appears
 to offer a 
better se-
lection. 






 a plea 
to 























 child and turn 
me on,  
I'm easy prey for someone like 
you.., 
Unless he wants in sing to a 
hunch of 12 -years -olds for the rest 
of his life (then
 again, they may he 
the only ones who buy 
the 
album).  
Ward better learn to write about 
something
 positive or at lewd col-
laborate 
with  another writer. 
"Madness Of It All" 
is avail-
able 
on A&M records for those who 
have any 
desire  to spend 40 minutes 
reliving their past. 
